WATER  UNDER  THE  BRIDGES
CHAPTER VIII
I
T was in many ways both politically and socially a very different
St. Petersburg in 1912 from that which I had left in 1909. The
German and Austro-Hungarian Embassies were no longer personae
gratae and Russia was busily building strategic railways on her
western frontier. The Duma, in spite of the intelligent and high-
souled "Cadets" who played the leading part in it, had practically
ceased to be, and the revolutionary spirit was taking shape behind it.
But more than anything else nationalism, or pan-Slavism, fostered by
the humiliation of 1908, was rampant, and to thoughtful observers
(such as O'Beirne, who was still Counsellor at H.M. Embassy) the
question was whether pan-Slavism or revolution would break out first.
Russians never spoke French among themselves any more; everything
was Russian. Rasputin, who had been exiled some years before, was
back in St Petersburg and his shadow and influence were supreme at
Court. Nobody ever seemed to see him, but everybody seemed to be
talking of him. A younger generation had grown up in St. Petersburg,
and in society the almost traditional predominance of the sisters-in-
law. Princess Belosselsky and Countess OrlofT, was no longer un-
questioned.
It was a period of tension. The water under the Neva bridges was
seething below the surface and was ready to boil over at any moment.
Nor was a crisis long dekyed.
My return to Russia coincided with the outbreak of the first Balkan
War. To the general surprise of Europe, the Serb, Bulgar, Montene-
grin, and Greek combination made short work of the Turks, and the
Russians were jubilant. But Austria was correspondingly dismayed,
and anxious at the success of that constant thorn in her southern flesh,
Serbia. A conference, under the aegis of Sir Edward Grey, was hastily
summoned in London to establish the new frontiers resulting from the
victory of the Balkan allies. The Serbs, very justifiably, demanded
access to the Adriatic, a suggestion which Austria very unjustifiably
but equally resolutely refused. Russia strongly supported the Serbs,
and for a while war seemed to be imminent.
The creation of an independent Albania, with a German princeling,
Vied, as its ruler, was the unsatisfactory solution, Serbia being com-
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